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Simplification has long been a goal

• Should apply to both process and formula / predictability

• All aid—not just federal aid—should be equitable, logical, and 
straightforward

• Two processes for two functions:

• Simple formula for Pell based on tax information

• Income and family size/structure
• Construct look-up tables / simple app

• More information from more affluent applicants for state and institutional aid

•



Single allocation system is not simpler. 

• The two were separate until 1992.

• Pell is the foundation. 

• Requires ranking—not precise measure of ability to pay

• Other grant aid layered on Pell requires more precise measure

• Simple formula will have little impact on distribution of Pell grants
• Dynarski & Scott Clayton (since 2006), Baum et al College Board, 

Rueben et al Urban Institute

• Two-thirds of Pell recipients already have $0 EFC.

• Assets matter higher up the income scale

• Create simple formula with table



A simple formula will work for Pell

• Income and family size—not number of siblings in college
• Eliminate higher-income recipients
• Improve predictability

• Negative AGI: 
• Add back losses
• Possibly differentiate (e.g. natural disasters vs. timing of asset sales

• Documentation from non-filers



Other aid cannot be so simple.

• Trade-offs

• Complicated and opaque vs.

• Imprecise

• Simple formula like Pell would lower EFCs at higher incomes significantly
and make it difficult to differentiate among students.
• Almost 90 percent of dependent Pell grant recipients are from families with income 

below $50,000; 

• One-third of dependent institutional grant recipients are from families with 
incomes above $100,000 

.



Why not abandon EFC concept?

• Measuring need requires an estimate of ability to pay.

• Measuring unmet need requires an estimate of ability to pay.

• We need to know how much additional funding students require.



Why worry about need-based aid to students who are not low-income?

• Annual student budgets (including housing and food): from about $13,000 
for community college students to $60,000 for private nonprofit doctoral 
universities 

• Total grant aid for undergraduates:

Source Share of undergraduate 
grant aid

Institutional 45%
Pell 24%
Other federal 10%
State 10%
Private and employer 11%



The snapshot approach has some problems

• Taking families as they are, ignoring history and future

• Pay out of past, present, future income

• Longer term measure of income

• Horizontal inequity – spacing of children



How stable are incomes over time?

• Eliminating renewal applications

• Basing aid on  multiple years of income information

• Validity of prior-prior year

• Incomes of low-income families most stable over time (in dollar terms)

• Solution: One-time FAFSA based on multiple years of income



Assets matter for middle- and upper-income families.

• Tension between ranking families and estimating how much cash they 
can come up with 

• Current formula narrows gap between the eligibility of low-income 
families and middle-income families who own homes and other assets—
and between middle- and upper-income families.

• For applicants with AGIs over $100,000, EFCs 15% lower than if wealth 
information were included

• Share owning homes:
Lowest quintile 38%             Black  40%
Middle quintile 64%             White. 72%
Highest quintile 84%



Assets levels by family income quintiles, 2015
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Asset levels vary a lot within income levels.
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Source: “Wealth, Asset Ownership, and Debt of Households Detailed Tables: 2015,” US Census Bureau, accessed September 10, 2020, 
https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2015/demo/wealth/wealth-asset-ownership.html, table 4.

https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2015/demo/wealth/wealth-asset-ownership.html


Can we impute assets from tax data?

• Easy to provide information
• Eliminates need for verification process
• Only issue with 2017 tax law: No more exemptions, just a small credit. 

Might not be worth it to claim dependents.
• Little correlation, even between interest and dividends on tax form and 

financial assets.
•=• Propose requiring more information on the composition and size of assets 

for applicants whose tax returns indicate significant assets (file schedules .
B, C, D, E, or F. 

• Additional information for 10 - 14% of applicants, almost all dependent



Thinking through the logic helps.

• Protecting savings ESAPA: Assets to generate annuity that supplements 
social security to reach moderate living standard

• Allowance for 65-year-old: $84,0000 in 2009-10 to $9,400 in 2020-21 
because of stagnation in living standard

• Base it instead on saving for college: e.g. Save one-third of EFC for   
four years.

• Negative EFC?
• Should aid exceed COA if EFC is negative?
• What about unexpected expenses? Need to support others?
• Separating Pell, possible to rank $0 EFC families (but this means some

$0 EFC students won’t get the maximum grant).
• Negative available income as offset to student income, contribution 

from assets does not have this problem.



In conclusion:
• Separate the determination of Pell eligibility from the need analysis 

formula for other sources of aid

• Create a simple formula based on IRS data for Pell.

• Improve the measurement of ability to pay for purposes of other need-
based aid

• Move away from the “snapshot” approach to the federal methodology 
by considering multiple years of income and treating families with the 
same number of children similarly, and

• Address assets more comprehensively
• Simplify. But don’t abandon efforts to differentiate among aid among 

more affluent aid  applicants.
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